the site of their formation plays a part in the occurrence of oedema 1 even more important than that .played by starvation.
The greatest amount of oedema was obtained with venous obstruc-j tion after anaemia and stimulation of the sciatic nerve.
The author shows that stimulation of the nerve of a muscle 1 normally produces changes which lead to an absorption of water by f the muscle, and he concludes that the oedema which accompanies passive congestion depends upon an excess of the normal process \ whereby the nutrition of the tissues and the removal of the waste ] products of their metabolism are carried out, the supply of lymph being excessive only because the demands of the tissues are excessive.
The part played by the blood-vessels the author regards as some-i what uncertain. Sharing in the general starvation of the limb, their function must be modified in some as yet unrecognised way; never-: theless, he considers that the part played by them is subordinate to the part played by the tissues outside the blood-vessels. It is known that copper sulphate in solution does not conform rigorously to the simple form in which Faraday's law is generally expressed. Gray,* who made a detailed examination of the electrolysis of copper sulphate, found that the weight of the deposit is very variable in neutral solutions for the same current and the same inter val of time; and he also showed that, in solutions containing a little free sulphuric acid, this inconstancy was removed, but that the weight was a function of the temperature of the solution and of the current density at the cathode. His results with acid solutions are g-raphically represented by curves (partly reproduced at the end of
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